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model experience suggested that the model inaccuracy could be 
traced back to the used coil mechanical properties. It can be 
shown that the transfer function does not depend strongly on the 
coil elastic modulus only when the g10 pole key is not in contact 
with the collars.  This is a consequence of the direct force 
exchange between shell and the coil poles. On the other hand, 
when the pole key and collar are in direct contact, the pole key 
shares the available shell azimuthal force as a spring in parallel 
with the coil, thus varying the slope as a function of their 
stiffness ratio. 
A parametric analysis was then performed, varying the 
elastic modulus of the coil. The analysis showed that it is 
possible to match the measured loading TF moving from a 
modulus of 44 GPa, as used in [7], to 20 GPa. Also, to match 
the stress after cool-down a variation of the thermal integrated 
contraction was required: from 3.16 mm to 3.88 mm. In the 
meantime, an experimental campaign was launched to measure 
the elastic modulus on ten stacks specimens. Preliminary 
measurements of Fig. 5 show a different modulus for the 
loading and cycling phases: respectively 14 and 26 GPa. This 
averages at 20 GPa, that is very close to the value obtained from 
the simulations. However, this result was obtained on a single 
specimen and has still to be confirmed by the measurement 
campaign. The TF computed using the new modulus, shown in 
Fig. 5, is now close to the measured one. 
B. Prestress Variation 
For all the experiments, stress variations were measured 
across the four quadrants. These differences could be 
introduced, for example, by tolerances in components and 
assembly. After cooldown, the shell stress variation was within 
±10 MPa for MQXFSD0, ±7 MPa for MQXFSD1, and 
negligible for MQXFSD3. Consistent variations were measured 
on the four aluminium dummy coil blocks: ±10 MPa for 
MQXFSD0, ±8 MPa for MQXFSD1. As evident in Fig. 4, the 
variation was much higher in the case of MQXFSD3 dummy 
coils. The four measured stresses were 153, 156, 162 and 104 
MPa. The variation is equal to ±30 MPa, but is clear that this 
effect is limited to a single block. It is worth to notice that the 
MQXFSD0 and MQXFSD1 stress variation on both shell and 
poles is smaller than the difference of the measurements of 
LARP and CERN systems. 
MQXFS1 shell performed similarly: the values were within 
±9 MPa. On the other hand, the coil azimuthal stresses were 
within a ±17 MPa band. This greater variation was expected, 
since the coil geometrical precision is much lower than the one 
of the dummy blocks [9]. In general, results using mechanical 
models with dummy coils should be considered as a reference 
value for achievable stress uniformity. 
V. MQXFS1: MAGNET EXCITATION 
The MQXFS1 magnet underwent 17 training quenches to 
reach ultimate current. Quench current gradually increased 
from 14.1 kA to the ultimate value, equal to 17.8 kA [10]. The 
training was then stopped to allow for a reloading operation, 
whose results will be presented in the future. The magnet also 
underwent a thermal cycle after training: ultimate current was 
reached without further quenches, showing full memory. 
Further information can be found in [10]. 
A. Pole Azimuthal Stress during Excitation 
Pole stresses during subsequent ramps are shown in Fig. 6, 
where vertical lines are used to track the quench currents. The 
signals exhibit a marked division in two zones: in the first zone, 
 
Fig. 7. Measured pole azimuthal stress during the last ramp. Remarkable 
uniformity is found on the overall prestress shown by the four coils. Also, no 
significant difference is found between the results from the two systems. The 
FE model results are in agreement with the linear part. 
  
Fig. 6. Left: Coil 005 pole azimuthal stress during training. The vertical lines mark the quench current of each ramp. The strain exhibits an almost constant linear 





the pole is gradually unloaded; then, the signal bends and 
gradually decreases. This is generally considered an indication 
of detachment of the coil from the pole, and in general of low 
prestress [11], [12]. The negative slope after the plateau was 
unexpected and is under investigation. 
Ratcheting was also observed, with a progressive reduction 
of the azimuthal stress after each ramp. In addition, after certain 
ramps the stresses were subject to jumps in both directions. 
After these jumps, Coil 005 reached a plateau tension higher 
than 60 MPa. This would not be compatible with the coil/pole 
bonding, as the epoxy breaking tension is commonly assumed 
between 0 and 20 MPa [12], and may be an indication of a non-
physical offset in the gauge measures.  
The azimuthal stress during the last ramp is shown in Fig. 7.  
As not all the longitudinal strains were available, some of the 
stresses were computed considering the average value of 
longitudinal strains on the other coils. The associated effect is 
considered to be small, both because of the entity of 
longitudinal strain variations and their minor effect on the 
azimuthal stress. The difference between LARP and CERN 
systems values during excitation is very small: at ultimate 
current the difference is lower than 5 MPa on coil 103 and 
negligible on coil 005. From the maximum delta stress, it is 
possible to roughly estimate the average effective prestress 
between 90 and 100 MPa. This is close to the measured value 
after cooldown, 81 MPa (see Fig. 5, right). The variation across 
different coils was very small if compared to the one after 
cooldown: maximum delta stresses in Fig. 7 are within a ±5 
MPa band. This result suggests that, during the training, the 
prestress is redistributed more uniformly.  
FE model was able to reproduce only the slope of the linear 
part: this is consistent with the hypothesis that the coil is 
detaching from the pole, as the model considers them glued. 
B. Shell and Rods: Structure Stiffness 
An important factor in the evaluation of the mechanical 
performance is the overall structure stiffness: how much it can 
deform under the applied loads. Assuming that the shell always 
remains circular, the azimuthal strain can be used to compute 
its radius variation. Results during excitation are reported in 
Fig. 8. The radius was initially equal to 307 mm. The increase 
during excitation was limited to 23 μm. Similarly, the 
longitudinal strain in the rods allows for the computation of 
their elongation, shown in Fig. 9. Since the rods and coils are 
directly connected, the rod elongation is equal to that of the coil 
pack. The free length of the rods was equal to 1550 mm. During 
excitation, the maximum elongation was equal to 96 μm. 
Finally, a ratcheting effect produced 35 μm of permanent 
elongation during the training quenches. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the authors presented the mechanical 
performance of MQXFS structures tested so far. Support 
structures demonstrated that they are capable of applying the 
required prestress to the coil. The MQXFSD3 experiment also 
validated the usage of the thin laminations, providing 143 MPa 
of azimuthal prestress to the aluminium blocks. For all the 
experiments, variations of azimuthal stresses on the shells were 
always lower than ±10 MPa. The same result was achieved for 
the aluminium blocks when substituted for the the coils in the 
mechanical models. In MQXFS1, the real coil stress variation 
was equal to ±17 MPa. After the training, the stresses 
redistributed across the quadrants, and the different poles 
showed a variation of ±5 MPa. Clear unloading of the poles was 
seen during excitation. This allowed to estimate an effective 
prestress between 90 and 100 MPa, which was close to the 
measured value after cooldown, 81 MPa. The unloading did not 
compromise the structure rigidity, as the maximum radial 
displacement during excitation was 23 μm, and the maximum 
elongation of the coil was 35 μm. Finite Element models were 
proven to be an accurate tool not only to control the applied 
prestress but also to evaluate the alignment of the coil to the 
structure. For the MQXFS1 magnet this required a variation of 
the coil elastic modulus, confirmed by preliminary 
measurements. 
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